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The following result is proved: Let Y be the image of a metric space X under a closed map fi 
Then every aj-‘(y) is Lindeliif if and only if Y has a point-countable k-network. 
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Introdactiam 
AS for closed images of metric spaces, K. Morita and S. Hanai [6], and A.H. Stone 
[9] proved independently the following familiar result: Let Y be the image of a 
metric space X under a closed map fi Then Y is a metrizable space if and only if the 
boundary af-l(y) of the point-inverse f’(y) is compact for every point y of Y. 
Analogously to this celebrated result, we shall give a necessary and sufficient 
condition on Y for every af '(y ) to be Lindeliif. (Theorem 7). And as a related 
matter, for a closed map on a paracompact space, we shall give some sufficient 
conditions for every boundary of the point inverse to be Lindelijf ; or locally compact 
and Lindeliif (Proposition 1 and Corollary 3). 
Assume that all spaces are Hausdorff, and that all maps are continuous and onto. 
Some resab 
We shall begin with definitions. 
Following P. O’Meara [7], a collection q of closed subsets of a space X is a 
k-nehuork for X if, whenever K c U with K compact and U open in X, .then 
K c u(F; FE B} c U for some finite subcollection 8 of ‘@. 
A space X is Fre’cket if, whenever x E .A, then there is a sequence in A with the limit 
point x. A space X is k’ [1], if whenever x E A, then there is a compact subset K of X 
with x E A A K. Clearly first countable spaces are Frkhet, and Frechet spaces are kc’. 
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We 
closed 
now give conditions which enable 
he Lindelisf property, 
every boundary of 
DIndeed, we have 
a point-inverse of a 
haposition I. Let f: X + Y be a closed map with Xparacompact. Then the following 
property (a) or (b) implies that every 8f ‘(y ) is Lindel6fi 
(a) Y is locally Liradeliif, that is, each point y E Y has a neighborhood whose closure 
is Lindeliif. 
(b) X is FrGchet, avtd Y has a point-countable k-network. 
Proof. Suppose that some 8f ‘(yO) is not Lindelof. Then there is an open cover @ of 
af ‘(yO) such that any countable subcover of 8 does not cover it. Since af ‘(yo) is 
paracompact, here.is a o-discrete closed refinement Uz, & of 8. Thus, some & is 
not countable, which implies that there is a discrete closed subset (xp ; a E A} of 
a f ‘(yO), where A is an index set of cardinality RI. Since X is collectionwise normal, 
there is a discrete collection {U’ ; a E A} of open subsets of X with x, E U,. 
Now, for case (a), we shall model our proof after that of [6; Lemma 11, where Y is 
first countable. Actually we proceed as follows. Let us assume A = {au ; cy < 01). Let V 
be a neighborhood of y. E Y whose closure is Lindeliif. Let V’ = U, n f *( V) for 
each cy. For ar = 0, since x0 E af- ‘(yo), there is XL E VO A (X -f’(yo)). For any a! < S, 
asstime that a discrete closed subset F, = {f(xb); @ 6 cw} of v is defined with the 
conditions xb E ‘Vs n (X -f ‘( yo)) and all the f<xb) are distinct. Then F = Uae6 F, is 
a closed subset of Y with yo G F. Then there is a neighborhood W of yo disjoint from 
F. Thus there is 
de bn(X-f ‘(y0))nf-‘W), 
hence 
& E Va n (X -f-‘(~0)) and f(xk)e F. 
Let F6 = F u {f(xk)}. Then F6 satisfies the conditions. This implies, by transfinite 
induction, that there is a discrete closed subset {f (x&); ar < WI} of v with cardinality 
ttcl. Hence v is not Lindeliif, which is a contradiction. Thus every 8 f ‘( y ) is Lindeliif. 
Next, we give proof for case (b). Since X is collectionwise normal and Frbchet, by 
the proof of [ 12; Lemma 2.31, there exists a subset A’ of A with cardinality Per, and a 
discrete collection (Cp u {xl); ar E A’} of com,pact subsets of X, where each C, is a 
sequence converging to the point x, with CR ;tl x,, such that f IuarAt C, is one-to-one. 
Let Xti ;z= UarcAp [Co, u {xp}], and Yo = f(X.4. Then Y. is a closed subset of Y, for X0 is 
closed in X. And, YO is homeomorphic to ZI quotient space X0/& obtained from X0 
identifying all points of FO = {x0 ; CY E A’},. Thus we assume YO =X0/&. Let v be a 
point-countable k-network for Yo. Let us think of the sequences C, converging to 
yo = f(Fo) as “rays”. Let VI ccnsist of all those members of q which contain yo and 
which meet an infinite number ol” rays. Since @ is point-countable, & is countable 
and thus may be expressed as (Pl, P2, . . . ). Let x1 E PI with xl# y+ For each i, choose 
xi E Pi such that xi f yo and xi is not on any of the rays containing x1 through xi-l. Let 
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‘& consist of all those members of 9 which contain y. and which meet at most a finite 
number of rays. Then the unions of elements of & meet’at most countably many 
rays. Choose a ray which does not meet any element of & and let K denote this ray 
together with the point yo. Let G = ( Yo - (xl, x2, . . . }) u K. Then K is compact and G 
is an open neighborhood of K in Y. But no element of p both meets K and is 
contained in G. Thus @ is not a k-network. This contradiction implies that every 
af-l(y ) is Lindeliif. That completes the proof. 
Corollary 2. Let f : X + Y be a closed map with X locally Lindelof, paracompact. Then 
Y is 1ocaiJy LindelGf if and only if every af- '(y ) is Lindeliif. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows from Proposition 1. Since f is closed, as in the proof 
of [6; Theorem T] (or of [S; Corollary 1.2]), we may assume that every f-‘(y) is 
Lindeliif. Then the “if” part is routinely verified. 
In [S], E. Michael proved the following: Let f: X + Y be a closed map with X 
paracompact. If Y is locally compact, then every af’(y) is compact. Analogously to 
this result, in view of weak topology, we have Corollary 3 below which gives a 
sufficient condition for every af-'( y ) to be locally compact, Lindeliif . 
Let X be a space, and let 3 = (Fy : y E r) be a closed cover of X. Then X has the 
weak topology with respect o 3, if F c X is closed whenever F A F, is closed in F’ 
for each y E r In case 3 is the collection of all compact (resp. compact metric) subsets 
of X, then such a space is called a k-space (resp. sequential space [3]). If X is a k-space 
having a k-network 3, then X has the weak topology with respect o 3. 
Corollary 3. Let f: X + Y be a closed map with X paracompact first countable. 
Suppose that Y has the weak topology with respect to a point-countable closed cover 3 
consisting of locally compact spaces (for example, Y is a CW-complex hcving cells e, 
with (&) point-countable). Then every af-‘(y) is locally compact and Lindelof. 
Proof. (a) Every @(y) is locally compact: Let Y* be the topological sum of 
elements of 3. Each element of 3 is paracompact by [4; Corollary 11. Henlce Y* is 
locally compact, paracompact. Let g : Y* + Y be the obvious map. Then g is a 
quotient map with every g-‘(y) countable. Also, Y is Erechet, hence is sequential. 
Thus, every ar*( y ) is locally compact by [ 11; Proposition 1.31. 
(b) Every af"'(y ) is Lindeliif: Suppose that some df-‘(yo) is not Lindeliif. Then, in 
the proof for case (b) of Proposition 1, there exists the closed metrizable subset X0 of 
X. Let f. = f 1 X0 and Y. = f(Xo). Then af;’ (~0) is not Lindelof, because it contains an 
uncountable: discrete, closed subset {x, ; a E A’} in that proof. Now, each compact 
subset C of Y. is obviously countable, and is contained in a finite union of elements 
of 3. Indeed, since C is countable and 3 is point-countable, {FE R; F n C # 0} is 
countable and thus may be expressed as (E;I: ; i = 1,2, . . .}, and let Sj = Ui= 1 Fi ; for 
each i. Suppose that for each i, Ce Si. Then there is a sequence {y,}r=l such that 
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y, E: C n Si(n)-Si(n-i) with i(n - 1) c i(n). Thus, it follows that, for each FE 3, {y,; 
n=:l,2,... } n F is finite or empty. This implies that each subset of {y, ; n = 1,2, . . . } 
is closed in Y. Then {yn ; n = 1,2, . . . , } is an infinite closed, discrete subset of a 
compact space C. This is a contradiction. Hence, each compact subset of Yo is 
contained in a finite union of elements of & = {F A Yo; F E B}. While, each element 
of & is locally compact, since Yo is closed in Y. Thus, each element of 80 is 
metrizable. Therefore, since & is point-countable, it is proved that Y0 has a 
point-countable k-network. Thus, by Proposition 1, afi’(yo) is LindelSf. This is a 
contradiction. Hence every af-‘(y ) is I indel6f. That completes the proof. 
Recall that a space is of pointwise countable type [ 11, if each point is contained in a 
compact subset having a countable outerbase. Locally compact spaces and first 
’ countable spaces are of pointwise countable type. Every space of’pointwise count- 
able type is a q-space in the sense of E. Michael [S], and every paracompact q-space is 
of pointwise countable type. 
By the proof of part (b) of Corollary 3, we have (1) in the following remark. And, 
modifying the proof of [8; Proposition S]? we can prove (2). 
Remark 4. Let f: X + Y be a closed map with X paracompact. Let Y have the weak 
topology with respect o a closed cover 3 consisting of spaces of pointwise countable 
type. In case 3 = {Y}, by [5; Corollary 2.21, every af-‘(y) is compact. 
(1) If X is Frechet and 3 is point-countable, then every df-i(y) is Lindeliif. 
(2) If X is of pointwise countable type (resp. V-space), and 3 is countable (for 
example, Y is CrMK in the sense of F. Siwiec [8]), then every ef’(y) is locally 
compact and Lindeliif (resp. a-compact). 
In Corollary 3, the condition “Y has the weak topology with respect o a” is 
essential even if 8 is countable. Indeed, we have the following example. 
ExampEe 5. A closed map f: X + Y such that X is metric space and Y is the . 
countable union of closed, locally compact metric spaces, but some ef-‘(y ) is neither 
locally compact nor Lindeliif. 
Let X0 be a space of real numbers having each rational number isolated, and let Xi 
be the topological sum @,cwl {[0, 1] Y {a)}, where [0, 1] is the closed interval with 
‘he rqsual topology. Let X = X00X1, (aand let Y be a quotient space obtained from X 
by identifying F = I v ((0, a); CY CO 1i I where I is irrational numbers. Let f: X + Y 
be the quotient map. Let yo = f(F), ad for each natural number i, 
Then f is closed, but af-‘( yo) is neither locally compact nor Lindeliif. Whereas, X is a 
metric space and Y is the union of ccuntably many closed, locally compact metric 
spaces Yi and a countable points of rational numbers together wih the point yo. 
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Now, we shall give a main result concerning a closed map on a metric space. 
Lemma 6. Let f: X + Y be a closed map with every af ‘(y ) Lindel6f If X is a metric 
space (resp. locally separable metric space ; locally compact metric space ), then Y has a 
a-locally countable k-network (resp. a-locally finite k-network ; u-locally finite k- 
network consisting of compact metrizable spaces). 
Proof. As in the proof of [5; Corollary 1.21, we can assume very f-‘(y) is Lindelijf. 
(a) Let X be metric: Then X has a o-locally finite base B = Uz, !&. Thus, by the 
conditions of the map f, each collection f (Bi) is locally countable, hence so is f (rEii). 
Olrl the other hand, by [S; Corollary 1.21 each compact subset of Y is the image of a 
compact subset of X. Hence it follows that f(8) is a a-locally countable k-network 
for Y. 
(b) Let X be locally separable metric: Then, for each y E Y, there is a collection 
W .* l z-1,2,... } of open, separable metric spaces of X with f’(y) c Uz 1 V;:_ Thus 
thd;e is a neighborhood V of y with v c f (F), where F = U> i Vi. Let g = f 1 E Then 
g is a closed map on a separable metric space E Thus, as in (a), g(F) has a countable 
k-network. Hence v has also a countable k-network. This implies that Y has, locally 
a countable k-network. Since Y is paracompact by [4; Corollary 11, it is proved that 
Y has-a a-locally finite k-network. 
(c) Let X be locally compact metric: Since X is locally separable metric, by (b), Y 
has a a-locally finite k-network. Thus, it follows from [S; Theorem 2.11 and [lo; 
Lemma 2.23 that Y has a a-locally finite k-network consisting of compact metrizable 
spaces. That completes the proof. 
Combining Proposition 1 with Lemma 6, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let f: X + Y be a closed map with X metric (resp. locally separable 
metric ; locally compact metric). Then the foIlowing properties are equivalent. 
(a) Every 8f -‘( y ) is Lindeliif. 
(b) Y has a u-locally countable k-network (z&p. u-locally finite k-network; a- 
locally finite k-network consisting of (compact) metrizable spaces). 
(c) Y has a point-countable k-network. 
From Corollaries 2 and 3, Theorem 7, and [12; Theorem 3.11, we have 
proposition 8. Let f: X -+ Y be a closed map with X locally compact metric. Then the 
following properties (a) through (e) are equivalent. Moreover, under the continuum 
hypothesis,* all properties are equivalent. 
(a) Every d f ‘(y ) is Lindeliifi 
(b) Y is locally separable, or locally Lindeliif. 
(c) Y has the weak topology with respect to a point-countable cover consisting of 
(compact) metrizable spaces. 
* Recently, without the continuum hypothesis, Gary Gruenhage proved (a) a (f). 
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(d) Y has a point-countable k-network. 
(e) Y has a a-locally finite k-network consisting of (compact) me&able spaces. 
(f) Y x Y is a k-space. 
Remark 9. Analogously to Theorem 7, if Y is a quotient space X/F with X metric, 
by [g; Proposition 5 and Theorem 61 we have the following: 8F is locally compact and 
Lindeliif if and only if Y is aMK, equivalently, Y has a a-locally finite k-network 
consisting of metrizable spaces. 
However, in the “only if” part, we can’t extend this result to “Y is the image of a 
metric space under a closed map”. Namely, every image of a metric space under a 
closed map f with each af-‘( y) locally compact and LindelGf need not be oMK This 
is pointed out by the referee with the following example which is due to E. Duda [2]: 
Let X be a union of the open unit disk in the plane and two points (0,l) & (0, - 1). Let 
Y be the quotient space obtained from X identifying all points on the vertical 
seguments in X at coordinates x = l/n (n = 1,2, . . . ), and x = 0. Let f: X + Y be the 
obvious map. Then f is a closed map with each a/‘-‘(y) locally compact and Lindeliif. 
To see Y is not aMK, let Y = UL, Yi as given by the oMK condition with 
Y c Yi+l. That is, each Yi is closed, metrizable and each compact subset of Y is 
contained in some Yi. Let 
x=xf+$+w)). 
Then each f (Xi) is not metrizable and so there is a point yi E f (dyi) - Yi. Thus, 
{yi}zl C Yb for some i0, since {y }” i i= 1 converges to a point of Y. This is a contradic- 
tion. Hence Y is not crMK. 
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